
 The hybrid workplace
Jared Spataro, Corporate Vice President, Modern Work

FS190 Tuesday, March 2, 12:00 PM - 12:30 PM PDT
FS190-R1 Tuesday, March 2, 9:30 PM - 10:00 PM PDT

We think of 2020 as the year many of us worked from home. In fact, it’s the year that work moved to the cloud. Flexible 
work is here to stay. Join Jared Spataro to learn how we’re empowering people to work from home, on the go, and at the 
office.

 Voices matter: Reconnect with Microsoft Teams Calling
Pete Daderko, Sr. Product Marketing Manager  
Bernardo Villarreal, Product Marketing Manager 

Calls have the power to connect us with colleagues and customers, and can be critical to creating understanding. Learn how 
Microsoft Teams is creating new ways to deploy calling with simple yet powerful managed PSTN services, innovative calling 
features, a portfolio of high-quality devices, and a robust partner ecosystem.

Microsoft Teams

#MicrosoftTeams

Featured sessions

On-demand sessions

Education

 App Templates to enhance Hybrid Learning

 Assess student progress and proctor student 
assessment

 Deployment and governance of Microsoft Teams 
for Education

 Drive student engagement with your favorite 
apps

 Integrate with the Microsoft Teams for Education 
app platform

 Managing Teams policy and governance

 Remote and hybrid learning with Microsoft Teams 
for Education

 Teams Meetings in Hybrid Learning Environments

Industry

 Collaboration and Communication using 
Microsoft Teams in Government

 Driving Industry Adoption - Special scenarios and 
features for frontline, non-profit, healthcare and 
more 

 Tailor Microsoft Teams for your Industry

 Virtual health and collaboration with Microsoft 
Teams in Healthcare

Microsoft Teams Calling

 Advanced Calling capabilities

 Microsoft Teams Calling and Meetings as a platform

Teams core & collaboration

 Collaborate inside and outside your organization 
with chat and channels in Microsoft Teams

 Driving wellbeing and inclusion with  
Microsoft Teams 

 Microsoft Teams mobile app: What’s new & 
what’s next

Teams devices

 Innovation in Teams meetings and devices with 
intelligence

 Microsoft Teams devices for shared spaces

 Modern innovation in Teams personal devices

Frontline worker

 Deploy and manage Microsoft Teams enabled 
devices to meet the diverse needs of your frontline 
workforce

 Enable business continuity for your frontline 
workforce with Microsoft Teams

 Manage distributed frontline workforces with 
capabilities in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center 

Microsoft Teams meetings

 Best practices for delivering more efficient and 
impactful meetings with Microsoft Teams

 Innovation in Teams meetings and devices with 
intelligence

 Leverage Microsoft Teams to deliver engaging virtual 
events for your employees, customers and communities

 Make your Microsoft Teams meetings safe and 
inclusive with meeting and video conferencing 
controls

 Master virtual breakout rooms in Microsoft Teams 
meetings

 On Skype for Business? Design your path to 
Microsoft Teams

 Secure and scale your meeting rooms with ease

Microsoft Teams platform & Microsoft 365 platform

 Build richer meetings experiences with Microsoft 
Teams apps using new meetings extensibility points 

 Digitize and transform business processes with 
no-code building blocks and app templates in 
Microsoft Teams

 Fluid framework data libraries and roadmap

 Introducing Microsoft Graph services

 Modernize business processes with the low-code 
Microsoft Teams + Power Platform integration

 Navigating the Microsoft Teams app lifecycle

 Roadmap to developing enterprise apps on 
Microsoft Windows

 Explore how to integrate and power mobile 
experiences in your Teams apps

 Build custom apps, bots, automation, and 
dashboards for Microsoft Teams with low-code 
capabilities

 Elevate user experiences with Microsoft Teams 
and Adaptive Cards

 Tips and Tricks: Best practices and common 
challenges when building Microsoft Teams apps

 Building friction-free apps & enabling seamless 
adoption using authorization and authentication 
capabilities and Graph

Security, compliance & management

 Deep dive on governance for Office 365 Groups 
and Microsoft Teams

 Driving Adoption with Virtual Events: Best 
practices for organizers and producers

 Driving Industry Adoption - Special scenarios and 
features for frontline, non-profit, healthcare and more

 Essentials for managing Microsoft Teams; 
Advanced manageability controls

 Managing Security and Compliance in  
Microsoft Teams

 Microsoft Teams Device Management Essentials

 So, you are ready to deploy Microsoft Teams

 Teams Deployment and Microsoft End Point 
Manager 
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 The latest innovations with Microsoft Teams
Nicole Herskowitz, General Manager, Microsoft Teams 

FS192 Tuesday, March 2, 4:00 PM - 4:30 PM PDT
FS192-R1 Wednesday, March 3, 1:30 AM - 2:00 AM PDT

Learn how Microsoft Teams is delivering meeting experiences that adapt to individual needs and enable people to present 
with confidence. We’ll also show you how Microsoft Teams is making it simple to host webinars, and how we’re making it 
easier to collaborate securely with people outside of your organization. 

 Ask the Expert 

ATE-FS192 Tuesday, March 2, 8:30 PM - 9:00 PM PDT
ATE-FS192-R1 Wednesday, March 3, 2:30 AM - 3:00 AM PDT

 Three ways to easily manage and configure Microsoft  
Teams for thousands of distributed frontline workers

Zoe Hawtof, Product Marketer 
Prem Kuchi, Principal Group Program Manager 

We know managing the deployment of tools to your frontline workers can be burdensome. In this session, we want to walk 
through our product investments that make you more effective and save you time as an IT pro. You will learn how to 1) scale 
your policies across large populations of workers 2) configure industry specific experiences and 3) connect corporate teams 
to frontline workers through task hierarchies.

 Deliver equitable, enriching experiences across  
the hybrid workplace with Microsoft Teams devices

Kendra Baker, Sr. Product Marketing Manager 
Greg Baribault, Principal Group Program Manager  
Sandhya Rao, Principal Group Program Manager 

This past year, organizations have accelerated adoption of workplace trends at an unprecedented rate. This transformation 
kept business moving forward, while simultaneously changing the future of work. With greater flexibility to choose where 
and when you work, the workplace of the future will be a fluid experience across workspaces. Learn how Microsoft Teams 
and Teams devices help deliver equitable experiences across spaces, so employees feel empowered and confident to work 
from anywhere.

 Get the most out of Microsoft Teams by integrating  
your apps and processes

Weston Lander, Sr. Product Marketing Manager 
Jun Pak, Product Marketing Manager 

Every company has ways of working unique to them, so the ability to integrate apps and business processes into where you 
work and collaborate simply improves the value of your Teams deployment. Learn about the tools we provide for building 
high quality apps, developing custom solutions with Teams and Power Platform, and how to deploy and manage these app 
integrations. 

 One place for IT Pros to manage Microsoft Teams efficiently 
Ronit Ben Sheffer, Sr. Product Marketing Manager 
Vaibhav Agarwal, Sr. Program Manager 

A glance into the Teams IT admin role that can granularity control and customize the organizational Teams experience on 
one place in the Teams Admin Center. We will present the new capabilities we recently announced, to help you manage 
Teams much more efficiently.

 Easy, intuitive webinars with Microsoft Teams:  
Virtual engagement in the age of remote work

Lars Johnson, Sr. Director, Microsoft Teams Marketing 
Christina Torok, Sr. Product Marketing Manager 

FS189 Tuesday, March 2, 5:00 PM - 5:30 PM PDT 
FS189-R1 Wednesday, March 3, 2:30 AM - 3:00 AM PDT

Introducing webinars as simple to setup and run as a Teams meeting – but with the controls you require to reach thousands 
of attendees. Engage internal and external audiences through integrated registration, email automation, multi-presenter 
support, interactivity, and more.  

 Ask the Expert 

ATE-FS189 Tuesday, March 2, 10:15 PM - 10:45 PM PDT
ATE-FS189-R1 Wednesday, March 3, 11:00 AM - 11:30 AM PDT

 Meet Microsoft Viva: A new kind of employee experience
Chuck Friedman, Corporate Vice President, Employee Experience Suite 

FS193 Wednesday, March 3, 12:00 PM - 12:30 PM PDT 
FS193-R1 Wednesday, March 3, 9:30PM - 10:00 PM PDT

The first employee experience platform built for the digital era, Microsoft Viva brings together communications, knowledge, 
learning, resources, and insights into an integrated experience that empowers people and teams to be their best, from 
anywhere. Join us as we introduce a new approach and a new category of technology solutions. Powered by the full breadth 
and depth of Microsoft 365, Viva is experienced through Microsoft Teams and other Microsoft 365 apps that people use 
every day.

 Ask the Expert 

ATE-FS193 Wednesday, March 3, 2:00 PM - 2:30 PM PDTPM - 2:00 PM PDT

 Secure and compliant collaboration with Microsoft Teams
John Gruszczyk, Product Manager

FS191 Wednesday, March 3, 1:00 PM – 1:30 PM PDT 

Join us in this session as we discuss the latest security and compliance innovations in Microsoft Teams to help you 
collaborate with confidence. We will highlight how these newest features help you meet regulatory and business 
requirements while enabling secure meetings and collaboration across the organization.

 Ask the Expert on Microsoft Teams Manageability

ATE-FS191 Wednesday, March 3, 3:00 PM - 3:30 PM PDT
Speaker, Ronit Ben-Sheffer 

 Ask the Expert on Microsoft Teams Security and Compliance 

ATE-FS191-R1 Wednesday, March 3, 10:30 PM – 11:00 PM PDT
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